KENNY IRWIN, JR.
St Francis Bonds with the Animals in the Woods
Date Unknown
Bic Ballpoint Pen
Collection of the Artist

KENNY IRWIN, JR.
Paisley Astronaut Dream
Date Unknown
Bic Ballpoint Pen
Collection of the Artist

KENNY IRWIN, JR.
The Five Orders of Intelligence
Date Unknown
Bic Ballpoint Pen
Collection of the Artist

WALTER KITUNDU
Bird Song Bench
2008
Wood, plastic, wire
Collection of the Artist

BEN隐D MANDERBRiST
Fractal Geometry
c. 1987
Film

JEFF SMITH
Allen
1991
Wood, steel hood hinges, juicer, casters, neon
Collection of the Artist

HALFWAY
ROSE RUSHBROOKe
River Fish
2001
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

ROSE RUSHBROOKe
The Cliffs of Progress
2001
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

ROSE RUSHBROOKe
Sheep’s Eyes
2001
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

ROSE RUSHBROOKe
Four Seasons of Outlands
2000
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

ROSE RUSHBROOKe
Les Folies Bergere
2005
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

HALF MOON
FRANK CALLOWAY
18 Untitled Drawings
Date Unknown
Marker or crayon on paper
Collection of Zondra Taylor Hutto

FRANK CALLOWAY
Untitled Notebook
Date Unknown
Marker on notebook
Collection of Zondra Taylor Hutto

GERALD HAWKES
Untitled
Matchsticks and food coloring
Date unknown
Collection of Timothy Eger

GERALD HAWKES
Untitled
Date unknown
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Collection of Kate and Busky Markert

GERALD HAWKES
Key Code Box
1988
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Electric Racer
Healing Machine
Date Unknown
Electric Racer, matchsticks
Collection of George Ciscle

GERALD HAWKES
The Sword
1989
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Collection of Christian Ciscle

GERALD HAWKES
Cable in the Sky
1989
Matchsticks, found wood, glue, polyurethane
Private Collection

GERALD HAWKES
Isaac Stern
1992
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
The Brain
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
12 and 6 Family Year Quilt
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Courtesy of the Reginald F. Lewis Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Untitled: “AWAM” Tree
with “US” on reverse
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Untitled
Two Dollar Bill Holder
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue, plexiglass, two-dollar bill
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Backgammon Set
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Angela Mystery Queen
1998
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Collection of Ann and David Saunders

GERALD HAWKES
Self-Portrait
1998
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Ambassador Annenberg
1998
Matchsticks, food coloring and glue
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Face in the Mirror
1970
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Collection of Brian Boone and Angela Hawkes Boone

GERALD HAWKES
Holy Fire
1970
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Collection of Brian Boone and Angela Hawkes Boone

GERALD HAWKES
Untitled Egyptian Hawk
Matchsticks, food coloring, and glue
Date unknown
Collection of Timothy Eger

GERALD HAWKES
Lamp
Date unknown
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
My Becks, Woman of the Year 1988 or Beck-ee, My Woman of the Year 1988
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Victory Head
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Self-Portrait
1998
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Tiera H.—The Wonder Girl
1990
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Watercolor
1990
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Clock
Date unknown
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Private Collection

GERALD HAWKES
VA Hog & Cinder Construction
Date unknown
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Butterfly Queen: In Honor of Rebecca Hoffberger’s Birthday
1992
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Tree and Pyramid
Date unknown
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
L.O.U. (Love of the Universe)
Part II
1995
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

GERALD HAWKES
Tree of Life Box
Date unknown
Matchsticks, food coloring, glue, polyurethane
Permanent Collection of the American Visionary Art Museum

ONE ANONYMOUS
Anonymous
2000–2008
Clay
Anonymous

BUTCH ANTHONY
Bone Bowl with Bird
2006
Glass, wood, bone
Collection of Chris Roberts-Antieau

BUTCH ANTHONY
Bone Bowl, Adam & Eve
2006
Bone, metal, twine
Collection of Georgine and Jack Clarke

J.J. CRIMER
How Much Better Off We’ll Be
2007
Mixed Media
Collection of Ted Frankel

WELCOME TO WONDER
PATRICK J. CULINANE
Monkey Bar
1998
Cloth, glass, lead, nitrocellulose, paper, peach pit, tin, wood
From the Collection of The Henry Ford Museum, Gift of Patrick J. Culinane

DAMANHUR
Untitled
2008
Glass globe, copper wire, crystals
Courtesy of The Damanhur Community

PAUL “THE BALTIMORE GLASSMAN” DARMALAFF
Red Heart
c. 1987
Glass, acrylic paint, brake light lens and stones on wood
Collection of David Klein

DONOVAN
Alpha and Omega/
From the Sapphograph Series
2005
Pigment Print
Courtesy of Govinda Gallery

STEPHEN GESSIG
U.S.A. Gods Hill + Flying + Air +
c. 1956
Loose drawings, wood case, glass, screen
Courtesy of Aarne Anton
American Primitive Gallery

STEPHEN GESSIG
4 Drawings
1950’s
Pencil, crayon, paper, cardboard
Courtesy of Aarne Anton
American Primitive Gallery

DALTON GHETTI
Giraffe
1999
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Boot
1996
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Twin Towers
2007
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Forever Linked
1998
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Chain
1997
Carved pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Church
1990
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Hammer
1990
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Elsie
2002
Carved pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Alphabet
2005
Carved pencils
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Bishop
1987
Carved pencils
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Faith
1986
Carved chalk
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Cemetery (Broken Pieces)
1985
Graphite
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Boot Repair
1996
Carved carpenter’s pencil
Collection of the Artist

DALTON GHETTI
Broom
2001
Carved pencil
Collection of the Artist

DR. SETH R. GOLSTEIN
Cram Guy
2006
Wood, plastic, metal, motors, electronics, computer
Collection of the Artist

JULIAN HARR
Orville Wright’s American Flyer
2003
Pine
Collection of the Artist

JULIAN HARR
It’s a Wiggly World
2008
Pine
Collection of the Artist

JULIAN HARR
Pocono Dragonfly
2008
Pine, acrylic
Collection of the Artist

JULIAN HARR
Mr. Phylum—Coral Reef
2007
Pine
Collection of the Artist

JULIAN HARR
Mr. Phylum—Portrait of E.O. Wilson
2008
Pine, acrylic
Collection of the Artist

RABBI JOANNE YOCHASEVED HELLIGMAN
Ezekiel 57: Valley of the Dry Bones
2007
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

RABBI JOANNE YOCHASEVED HELLIGMAN
Creation—The Prequel
2008
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

RABBI JOANNE YOCHASEVED HELLIGMAN
Creation Days 1–4
2008
Textiles
Collection of the Artist

KINDERTOTENTANZ
Triptych/Encyclopaedic
1996
Acrylic on board
Collection of the Artist

KINDERTOTENTANZ
Triptych/Trisomy 15
1996
Acrylic on board
Collection of the Artist

KINDERTOTENTANZ
Hydraenopsychaly
1996
Oil on canvas
Collection of the Artist

KINDERTOTENTANZ
Congenital Heart Disease
1996
Acrylic on board
Collection of the Artist

PAUL LAFFOLEY
Mixed Physics: The Burning of Samsara
1947
Oil, Acrylic, Lettering on Canvas
Courtesy of Kent Gallery

ROBERT LEWARRE
Collection of Miniature Tools in Carrying Case
1917–1954
Brass, cloth, Plexiglas, steel, cardboard
From the Collection of The Henry Ford Museum, in Memory of Robert LeWarre

CHRISTOPHER MOSES
The Search
1978
Pencil on paper
Collection of the Artist

CHRISTOPHER MOSES
Z-Zero
1982
Oil on canvas
Collection of the Artist

CHRISTOPHER MOSES
Sacred Schematic Moth
2007
Oil on canvas
Collection of the Artist

DANIEL THOMAS NAUKE
Sudarium Machinae
2008
Interactive Mixed Media
Collection of the Artist

STEPHEN PRATT AND ANNE SOUNNENSCHEIN
Paint-marked Ant Colony
2008
Glass, PVC plastic, acrylic paint, ants
Collection of Stephen Pratt and Anne Sounnenschien

DIETLUND PREISS
Grandma Dents and Death
2008
Ceramics, copper, motor, solar cell Lamp with 55 watt, transformer, feather
Collection of the Artist

DIETLUND PREISS
Bird in a Cage
2007
Brass, ceramics, motor, solar cell, feathers
Courtesy of PARADISO Gallery, Baltimore

DIETLUND PREISS
Death on a Bicycle
2007
Brass, ceramics, motor, solar cell
Courtesy of PARADISO Gallery, Baltimore

DIETLUND PREISS
Pink House Altar
2006
Ceramics, brass, glass stones, acrylic, wood, motor, feathers, flame bulb, LED lights, circuit for a squeaking sound of the guinea pig
Collection of the Artist

DIETLUND PREISS
Frog eating Fly
2008
Ceramics, alpaca , brass, glass stones, 20 watt and 10 watt halogen bulb, motor
Collection of the Artist

NIKOLA TESLA
Tesla Letter
1934
From the Collection of The Henry Ford Museum

TERRY TURKELL
Sea Horse
2005
Wood, paint
Courtesy of Aarne Anton
American Primitive Gallery

TERRY TURKELL
Before You Speak
2007
Paint on wood, metal, glass
Courtesy of Aarne Anton
American Primitive Gallery

TERRY TURKELL
Love Letter
2005
Wood, paint, tin
Courtesy of Aarne Anton
American Primitive Gallery

TERRY TURKELL
Unlimited
2006
Wood, Metal, Mixed Media
Collection of Rebecca and Bernand Herman

CAROLYN TYLER
Tryptamine
1999
22K Gold, 100 Million year-old fossil Ammonite, Amethyst, Fire Opal, Yellow and Blue Sapphire
Collection of the Artist

UNKNOWN
Nieulka Tesla Death Mask on Pedestal
1945
Beeswax, composite material, copper, marble, Plaster of Paris
From the Collection of The Henry Ford Museum, In Memory of Huga Gernsback